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ABSTRACT
In this genre analysis research paper, we compare U.S. patents, contracts, and regulations on technical matters with a focus upon the relation between vagueness and communicative purposes and subpurposes of these three genres. Our main interest is the investigation of intergeneric conventions across the three genres, based on the software analysis of three corpora (one for each genre, 1 million words per corpus). The result of the investigation is that intergeneric conventions are found at the level of types of expressed linguistic vagueness, but that intergeneric conventions at the level of actual formulations are rare. The conclusion is that at this latter level the influence from the situation type underlying the individual genre is more important than the overarching legal character of the genres, when we talk about introducing explicit vagueness in the text.
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RESUMEN
El propósito de este artículo es comparar mediante herramientas de lingüística de corpus el uso de la vaguedad en contratos, legislación y patentes de los EE.UU. La comparación se centra en valorar hasta qué punto estos tres géneros comparten las mismas estrategias de vaguedad lingüística para lograr sus objetivos y subobjetivos comunicativos. Los tres corpus compilados para este estudio comparten una combinación, tanto de lenguaje legal, como tecnológico y cada uno de ellos consta de algo más de un millón de tokens. El resultado de nuestra investigación apunta a que estos tres géneros comparten convenciones en el uso deliberado de tipos de vaguedad lingüística, pero la fraseología concreta de la vaguedad aplicada no es normalmente la misma. La conclusión es que, en este último nivel fraseológico, la situación subyacente en cada género es más importante que el común carácter legal de los géneros cuando se trata de introducir la vaguedad de forma explícita en el texto.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Vagueness of expression and indeterminacy of content are widely recognised as a characteristic of the writing of legal texts necessary for these texts to fulfil their communicative and pragmatic functions.¹ The role of vague expressions has been investigated and documented in a number of legal genres, among them also the three genres under scrutiny in this contribution (regulations, contracts and patents from US law). However, research in this field has thus far mainly been either oriented towards a general philosophical discussion of vagueness and its role in legal systems built upon the idea of the Rule of Law, or towards types of linguistic elements applied to indicate explicit vagueness and indeterminacy within the framework of one genre. But if vagueness is a central characteristic of text formulation in the field of law as rule making, it could be interesting to know to what extent specific explicitly vague elements reoccur across the genres. Yon Maley has in a previous study claimed that behind the formulation of statutes there could be something like a legislative communicative competence in the form of “a set of communicative strategies encompassing what a specialised group of individuals in the exercise of their institutional roles know and do to produce appropriate and valid legislation and, when necessary, interpret it”. (Maley, 1987: 26). If this is true, and much work in the field of analysing individual legal genres has shown the idea to be likely to be true, an interesting second step in the investigation of legal genres could be to assume at least a partially overarching communicative competence. For drafters of all legal genres share at least to a large degree a common educational and basic philosophical background from their legal training. And the institution of law is not compartmentalised into different and separated parts containing the different genres. Instead, the same people may often be involved in drafting and interpreting more than just a few of the different genres over a lifelong career. Thus, the assumption of an overarching discourse community in the sense of Swales (1990) may be sustained.

The purpose of the research project, of which this paper reports the first results, is to establish knowledge of some of the conventionalised rhetorical strategies used in three legal language genres. More specifically, we are concentrating on strategies for the application of linguistic vagueness in drafting documents that must deal with future and difficult to predict circumstances and conflicts. We are thus looking at genres with a characteristic pre-emptive character. Such strategies may in principle be characteristic of only one of the genres (generic strategies) or may be found in all three genres (inter-generic strategies). Our assumption in this research project is that, in the case of the investigated genres, drafters of the documents resource to some extent to a common pool of available rhetoric strategies and thus apply the same strategies in all genres. A central goal of the project is to assess the size of such a common pool. Therefore, within the confines and assumptions of the overall research idea, the central goal of this paper is to assess generic and inter-generic vagueness strategies in U.S.
patents, contracts and regulations and the distribution between the two different groups of strategies on the basis of corpus linguistic and genre oriented approaches.

2. VAGUENESS IN LEGAL TEXTS

Concerning the concept of vagueness in texts as investigated in this research, Pinkal's (1981) classification of vagueness, more specifically, his definition of semantic indeterminacy has been the point of departure. He defines an utterance as semantically indeterminate if it is not possible to determine whether the sentence in which the utterance is used is true or false (Pinkal, 1981: 4). Vagueness is one type of semantic indeterminacy. It has been the focus of interest for philosophers, linguists and jurists either from the point of view of its interpretation (Dascal & Wróblewsky, 1988; Kennedy, 2002; Russell, 1923; Solan, 2005), or, less frequently, its deliberate production (Barker, 2002; Endicott & Spence, 2005; Prampolini 1998). We are especially interested in the last perspective, i.e., the perspective of explicit vagueness being a common denominator of many genres in the field of law. The three genres we have chosen to work with here all resource to vagueness because of their pre-emptive nature (cf. above). This means that people drafting these genres are describing circumstances which extend into a future which may well be somewhat different from the moment when the document became valid. Of course, there are differences in the circumstances surrounding each document: patents have a maximum life expectancy of 20 years and must be in essence different from previous ones and virtually future proof; contracts can be revised with the addition of new clauses covering previously unexpected eventualities (Roberts, 2007: viii); and legislation may be amended or revoked and re-enacted in a new corrected form to cover for unseen contingencies.

Despite these differences, Quine (1960) saw vagueness as a necessary rhetoric strategy to meet the communicative requirements of the legal language. Prampolini (1998) justifies vagueness as a drafting strategy by indicating that its purposeful use is one way to profit from the flexibility and plasticity that language has. He states that managing vagueness gives the writer the capacity of referring to concepts within a scale of approximation. Nussbaumer (2005) presents the general idea that the law lives from striking the balance between precision and vagueness, from introducing the amount of indeterminacy necessary for it to be applied to situations that could not be foreseen, but in which the law should sensibly apply. Endicott (2000: 185-192) discusses vagueness in the framework of the idea of the Rule of Law and reaches the conclusion that explicit vagueness is necessary for a legal system to be able to perform its functions. And Anesa (2007: 33) has demonstrated that contracts contain not only elements contributing to precision, but also elements contributing deliberately to introducing indeterminacy into the contractual provisions. So among people studying actual communicative practices in legal communication there is a high degree of accordance around the position that vagueness is strategically well used in order to fulfil the generic purposes of
genres in the field of law. In the empirical part of this paper (section 6) we will look more in
detail upon the way vagueness is introduced in the different genres.

3. GENERIC INTEGRITY AND INTERGENERIC SIMILARITIES

3.1. Generic integrity as aspect of genre

In the framework of the purposes of this paper, the concept of generic integrity as developed
among others by Vijay Bhatia acquires some centrality. Generic integrity is what is seen as
keeping concrete instances of a genre together across the specificity of the situations in which
individual texts are written. Bhatia (2004) defines the concept in the following way: “Generic
integrity may be understood in terms of a socially constructed typical constellation of form-
function correlations representing a specific professional, academic or institutional
communicative construct realizing a specific communicative purpose of the genre in
question” (Bhatia, 2004: 123). As is visible here, the concept of genre in this tradition is
typically perceived as connected to specific communicative purpose combined with individual
genres (cf. definition in Swales, 1990: 58). This may be seen as a sociologically oriented
approach to genre, focusing upon fairly concrete and specific situations and situational
factors. This approach has proven very valuable, not least for the purposes of acquiring text
production skills in, for example, a new area of profession.

However, with its focus upon the individual genre, this approach has a tendency to
overlook communicative characteristics related more to the overall situational level. It thus
does as a tendency concentrate upon characteristics of a genre demonstrating the integrity of
this genre, whereas it has some difficulties seeing characteristics that are common of a
number of genres. However, the intergeneric level is seen as relevant by propagators of this
approach to genre analysis. For example, Bhatia (2004) works with a number of different
concepts for groups of genre at a gradually higher level of abstraction, going from genre sets
via systems of genre to disciplinary genres and genre colonies (Bhatia, 2004: 53-56). An
example of a genre colony is the overall group of promotional genres (ibid.: 59), whereas an
example of disciplinary genres are genres connected to the discipline of law as performed by
the domain-specific group of legal professionals (ibid.: 54). What we are interested in here,
are intergeneric conventions connected to explicit vagueness between members of the
disciplinary genres of US law.

3.2. Intergeneric characteristics as part of disciplinary communicative competence

As an alternative to the more sociological approach to genres presented before, genres may be
seen not merely as a sociological, but as a mental fact, as a part of the disciplinary knowledge
bases of a group of professionals⁴. The advantage of taking such an approach is that it is better
in accordance with the idea of communicative competences mentioned above. The reason is
that focus is not upon the communicative situation, but instead upon the persons acting in the situation, and upon the different situations, in which these persons act. Consequently, focusing upon intergeneric characteristics like we do in this paper enables us to shift the focus and to model more broadly the communicative competences underlying professional text production. But it also presupposes leaving the idea of the dominating position of the global communicative function of one genre and shifting the focus to instrumental and overarching functions like in our case the application of explicit vagueness. In the following we want to show how such an analysis may be grounded in a pragmatic and communicatively oriented description of the genres involved.

4. INVESTIGATED GENRES: TEXTEXTERNAL CHARACTERISTICS

US-regulations, which is the kind of legislative texts studied in this paper, are in the words of Black’s Law Dictionary 9th edition, “(a) rule or order, having legal force, usu(ally) issued by an administrative agency” and thus a sort of secondary legislation. This means that they have the pragmatic power of legislation, but they have not been adopted by the relevant parliamentary body. Instead, the parliamentary body has adopted a statute laying down the framework of the rules to be set up in order to reach a specific regulatory goal and granting the power to some administrative body to sort of fill out the details of the regulatory effort by way of a regulation. The statute adopted by the parliamentary body is called primary legislation, whereas the deducted legislation, the regulations, is called secondary legislation. However, the difference lies mainly in the different generative history of the two types of text. Pragmatically they both perform the same legislative function, i.e., to enact (and convey) a set of rules as rights and obligations (cf. Kurzon, 1986: 9; Trosborg, 1991: 74) to citizens of a country in the form of the communicative subfunctions or speech acts of permission, obligation, prohibition or constitutive rules/definitions (cf. Kurzon, 1986: 15-16; Šarčević, 2000: 138-159; Trosborg, 1991: 77-83). And this is not done towards specific individuals as such. Instead legal rules are directed towards more general classes (of persons, things, actions, and circumstances (Maley, 1987: 30-31)). Official addressee of a regulation is thus the general public (Kurzon, 1986: 27).

4.1. Regulations

These pragmatic characteristics lead to features like generality, impersonality, precision and vagueness to be typical of statutory texts like regulations (Maley, 1987: 40-41). Precision is a typical feature in statutory texts like regulations due to the quest for certainty of law. It is a general belief in statutory writing that certainty is a central prerequisite for justice. At the same time, the aimed generality of the text means that it must be applicable in many different contexts. Hence the typical use of vagueness in order to facilitate this generality (Maley, 1987: 38), or all-inclusiveness (Bhatia, 1993: 102). Vagueness is also sponsored by the fact...
that the statutory text is to be seen as “a set of rules in fixed verbal form that are forever speaking” (Maley, 1987: 30), i.e., a kind of perpetual speech act to be applied in an indefinite future. In order to make it likely that a statutory text is efficient in its governing of behavior, relevant vagueness may be of value.

4.2. Contracts

Like the regulations described above, contracts are intended to lay down legal rules in the form of rights and obligations, or in the words of Black’s Law Dictionary 9th edition, “An agreement between two or more parties creating obligations that are enforceable or otherwise recognizable at law <a binding contract>”. The major difference to the statutory texts lies in the fact that the rights and obligations in general are aimed at individual and concrete parties, i.e., the parties setting up and signing the contract, as is visible in the definition. So the characteristic of generality from regulations in the form of a general group of addressees is not found here: Contracts are aimed at regulating a much more limited section of the world - not classes, but individuals.

However, Anesa (2007) shows that practical contract drafting does not consist in writing contracts afresh in every new situation. Instead, expressions that have been used before and have proven efficient are often reapplied in new contracts, either in form of contract forms to be filled out or in the format of fairly stable clauses. Thus, a certain amount of practical applicability of expressions to more contexts (like in the case of statutory texts) is normal also in contracts. Furthermore, the orientation towards the future which we saw before is also a relevant characteristic of contracts. Just like statutory texts, contracts are perpetuated speech acts in the sense that the rules laid down by the text are reinstigated every time they are needed. So by the rules the parties try to regulate their future behaviour towards each other. Consequently, also in contracts we are bound to encounter the balance between precision in order to achieve relevant certainty and vagueness in order to achieve relevant indeterminacy.

From the point of view of the pragmatic functions performed by contracts the overall function is to make an agreement between (usually two) parties concerning the creation of legal relation and the determination of (legal and illegal) actions (Voldgaard Larsen, 2008: 107). Studies have found the same subfunctions as the ones performed in statutory texts, i.e., permission, obligation, prohibition and constitutive rules/definitions, apart from the enacting function that instantiates the authoritative framework around the communicative acts performed in and by the contract (e.g., Blom & Trosborg, 1992). The individuality of the text, the fact that it is connected to a specific situation in which individual parties make agreements, means that another function, viz. the commissive act of promising, is found in contracts (Blom & Trosborg, 1992: 104). So from a functional point of view, statutes and contracts are closely related on the level of the subfunctions, but not identical.
4.3. Patents

According to Black’s Law Dictionary 9th edition, a patent is “(t)he right to exclude others from making, using, marketing, selling, offering for sale, or importing an invention for a specified period (20 years from the date of filing), granted by the federal government to the inventor if the device or process is novel, useful, and nonobvious”, or the document granting such a right. Thus, it is communicatively an act of granting a specific legal status to an idea (Bazerman, 1997). This status engenders specific rights for the holder of the patent concerning the commercial exploitation of the idea. The status is granted by a relevant state authority (in our case the United States Patent and Trademark Office), in the case of the US patent for the period of 20 year. In this work we will concentrate upon the patent as such and not other documents connected to the patenting process (like the Note of Allowance), as we are interested in the parts where expressions of vagueness are relevant. And this is not the case, e.g., in the Note of Allowance.

The functional role of the patent from a legal point of view is different from that of the contract in that the patent grants its owners/holders the right to exclude everyone from interfering with the patentee’s intellectual property within the confines of the statutory arrangement of the relevant country. So it is a right granted by the state to an individual citizen, directed towards anyone. In contrast, contracts are agreements between two or more parties made within the confines of the statutory arrangement of the relevant country and influencing mainly the parties themselves. So where the patent is directed towards anyone, the contract has a more limited personal scope. In this respect, the patent is closer to the statute. However, it is different in that it does not set up different kinds of specific rights and obligations. It only grants a legal right to the patentee and simultaneously creates an obligation by anyone in the society to not infringe this right for the period of 20 years. In the context of this paper, the future oriented character of the patent is important: It is in the best interest of the patentee to try and cover as much ground as possible with the patent and thus extend the patentee’s right to possible instantiations of the idea coming up in the period of time covered by the patent, at least to the extent this is allowed by the patent authority. And this may be achieved through the use of explicit vagueness in the text.

From a functional point of view, the pragmatic subfunctions of the patent are different from those of the other two genres treated here, apart from the subfunction of enacting the document as having legal authority, which is performed by a separate document and not treated here. The overall function of granting a specific legal status to an idea is performed by the subfunctions of Claiming (central function) and of Describing (subsidiary function) (cf. Bazerman, 1997; Arinas, 2010). The claim must be supported by different descriptions (of inventor, assignee and attorney, of field and problem and of the invention itself, to mention the main groups).
4.4. The role to be expected of vagueness in the genres

The pragmatic and text external characteristics of the three genres described above indicate that vagueness may be expected to play a role in all three genres:

- **Regulations** are directed towards laying down rights and obligations of the general public, i.e., they have an indefinite receiver group; and they are normally temporally indefinite, i.e., they have to be applicable in indefinite future situations.

- **Contracts** are often written on the basis of contract forms meant to be applied to many individual situations; and they set up rules for the future behaviour of the parties to the agreement, i.e., they intend to regulate and foresee actions and behaviour in the future, which are less indefinite than in the case of regulations, but may still not be defined fully due to lack of prevision (Shippey, 2003: 85).

- **Patents** are intended to protect the patentee’s idea against possible infringements by indefinite others in the future (in our case 20 years), i.e., the patent must try to foresee instantiations coming up in the future.

Consequently, on this account we can see pragmatic similarities between the genres. Another similarity they share is that they are documents carrying legal authority, i.e., it is possible to uphold rights and obligations on the basis of all of the genres. On the other hand, from a more detailed functional point of view the genres are fairly different, as is visible through the overall communicative functions as well as through the communicative subfunctions listed above. Highest degree of similarity exists between contracts and regulations, whereas patents are fairly different from the other two genres from a functional point of view. Thus the scrutiny of the genres has confirmed our initial impression of the investigated field: A mixture of pragmatic and textexternal similarities and differences exists, giving rise to a situation in which we are likely to find overarching genre conventions concerning the expression of vagueness in the context of establishing legally binding rights and obligations.

5. METHOD

We have compiled three corpora of approximately one million tokens for this project: a U.S. regulations corpus (taken from the 2010 issue of the regulations), an international contracts corpus (covering a period between 1998 and 2007), and a U.S. patents corpus (selected from between 1999 and 2009). Their size and other descriptive data are shown in table 1 below. To analyse and compare these corpora, we have used the Antcon 3.2.1w freeware developed by Laurence Anthony ([http://www.antlab.sci.waseda.ac.jp/software.html](http://www.antlab.sci.waseda.ac.jp/software.html)).
We have decided to compare our three corpora not on the basis of absolute frequencies of tokens, but on the basis of their keywords. As it has been shown in other work (see above section 4) that vagueness is present as a rhetorical instrument in the genres we are investigating here, we have not been interested in looking deeper into the use of vagueness in each of the investigated genres. Instead, we are interested in the degree, to which formulation conventions connected to the expression of vagueness are conventionalized across the three genres, i.e., we are interested in intergeneric conventionalization. Consequently, keyness is a more decisive feature than mere frequency. Our focus lies thus upon instances of vagueness characteristic enough to involve the top 199 keywords in each of the investigated genres.

Antconc 3.2.1w, among other tools, offers the possibility of extracting keywords from each corpus analysed with it. It offers two possible statistical measures of keyness: the Chi-squared test and the Log-likelihood test. Both tests require a reference corpus for extracting the keywords of the studied corpora. Taking the token frequencies in the reference corpus as a standard, the software calculates the expected frequency for each token of the studied corpus. It then compares the expected frequency against the real frequency found for each token of the studied corpus. If the frequency of a token is higher than the expected frequency, then the software assigns to this token a keyness value. According to Rayson et al. (2004: 3) and Rayson and Garside (2000: 2) the Chi-squared test is less reliable than the Log-likelihood test, so we have chosen this second test as the system to extract the keywords in our three corpora. When setting up the keyword lists we have not distinguished between instances of the lexems with or without a capital letter, as we are not interested in the position of the words in the sentences. We have on the other hand distinguished between instances of the lexemes in the plural or the singular, as these may be part of different collocations.
6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

6.1. Vague category identifiers

6.1.1. Definition
Channell (1994: 122) defines *vague category identifiers* as expressions which through their prototypicality allow the listener to identify the set to which the expression belongs. Channell’s research focused on the use in spoken English of expressions such as *or something, and things like that*, or *whatever*, etc. to transform nouns into categories. When *translating* her approach to the written universe of the legal genres investigated here, we naturally cannot adopt these expressions from the oral register. Written legal genres, with their much more formal conventions, achieve categorization through the use of semi-technical hyperonyms. In accordance with Channell’s empirical test above, candidates for vague category indicators are tested for whether they occur in the corpus in collocations like [*... or other x*] or [*such x*], in contexts where the expression indicates the character of the candidate word as referring to a (superordinate and thus vague) category rather than merely to a single referent:

If the Commission decides, or an affected resource agency requests, the Commission will conduct a meeting, telephone, or video conference, or other procedures to address issues raised by its preliminary determination of inconsistency and comments thereon. (Code of Federal Regulations Title 18; our emphasis).

*Such procedures* may include either: (a) The scheduling of an open public meeting under Sec. 10.65(b) at which interested persons may participate in review of and comment on the draft document; or ... (Code of Federal Regulations Title 21; our emphasis).

We have thus made a necessary distinction between categories as such and vague categories. The test is seen as categorical. Thus, we have counted all instances of the words as vague category identifiers, not only the instances where the words are used together with *such* or other similar words.

6.1.2. Recurrence of vague category identifiers across the corpora
The following table shows vague category identifiers as they appear in the three investigated corpora:
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regulations</th>
<th>Contracts</th>
<th>Patents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Requirements</td>
<td>Agreement</td>
<td>Member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information</td>
<td>Equipment</td>
<td>Invention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request</td>
<td>Services</td>
<td>Embodiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statement</td>
<td>Schedule</td>
<td>Portion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Person</td>
<td>Obligations</td>
<td>Device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedures</td>
<td>Rights</td>
<td>Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>Vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facility</td>
<td>Information</td>
<td>Mechanism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment</td>
<td>Requirements</td>
<td>Fluid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service</td>
<td>Product</td>
<td>Actuator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fee</td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>Housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Products</td>
<td>System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product</td>
<td>Assets</td>
<td>Embodiments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device</td>
<td>Data</td>
<td>Apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document</td>
<td>Obligation</td>
<td>Sensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entity</td>
<td>Expenses</td>
<td>Section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certificate</td>
<td>Taxes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment</td>
<td>System</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilities</td>
<td>Claim</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documents</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Container</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persons</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Vague category identifiers from list of keywords in the three corpora; listed in order of keyness; words appearing in more than one corpus highlighted (italics).

The words are listed here in the order of their keyness factor. Highlighted words appear in at least two corpora. As we focus upon intergeneric regularities in this paper, we will concentrate upon formulation conventions for the highlighted words in the following.

The first result of the survey of vague category identifiers is that such words are fairly numerous among the 199 most characteristic words of the investigated corpora. The lists contain all types of words, and if we calculate the vague category identifiers as a fraction of the nouns in this list, we see the following relations between vague category identifiers and other nouns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regulations</th>
<th>Contracts</th>
<th>Patents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23 / 97 = 24 %</td>
<td>19 / 97 = 20 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Proportions of vague category identifiers in the different corpora.

We can see that vague category indicators play a major role among the nouns in all genres, with regulations as the genre with the highest proportion of this type of indicators of vagueness.

6.1.3. Recurring patterns for the reappearing vague category indicators

As the next step, we have investigated to what extent the vague category indicators that appear in the keyword lists of at least two genres are part of recurring patterns of expressions
across the genres. In other words, we investigate to what extent collocations connected to the found words are conventionalised across genres, i.e., are the sign of intergeneric conventions.

In this connection we have applied the cluster analysis function of Antconc, searching for clusters of two to six words for the reoccurring vague category indicators. In order to be able to concentrate upon collocations with a high degree of conventionalisation we are only interested in collocations with a frequency above 25. I.e., a collocation is only interesting for us, if it occurs in at least one of the genres more than 24 times. Working with cluster lengths between two and six words mean that a number of non-relevant clusters surface (like the equipment). We have concentrated upon clusters which we have judged to be meaningful on their own in the texts (see examples below).

Requirements: This vague category indicator co-occurs in the regulations and the contracts corpus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Regulations</th>
<th>Contracts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>in accordance with the</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>requirements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>comply with the</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>requirements</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Collocations for requirements.

The common cluster of these instances is the cluster with the requirements. This occurs in total 163 times in the regulations corpus and 35 times in the contracts corpus. So the found conventions make up 73% of the instances of with the requirements in the regulations corpus and 54% in the contracts corpus. Consequently, a certain degree of conventionalisation may be said to exist in both corpora, but the clusters are relatively not very frequent in the contracts corpus.

Information: This vague category indicator co-occurs in the regulations and the contracts corpus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Regulations</th>
<th>Contracts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>additional information</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the following information</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>such information</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other information</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Collocations for information.

A small number of overlaps exist which meet the criteria set up. However, these instances are at a fairly general level (short clusters). More technical collocations from the legal register like “Information to which this section applies”, on the other hand, are found in fairly high numbers (88 instances), but only occur in the regulations corpus.

Services: This vague category indicator co-occurs in the regulations and the contracts corpus.
In this case, we found an example of the connections between the genres, viz. the collocation Human Services. It occurs with a fair frequency in both corpora, because they both refer to the same entity in the world, i.e., state Departments or Secretaries of (Health and) Human Services. This is an instance of terminological accordance between the two genres. The only other relevant collocation (services provided) is at a fairly general level, and although the collocation with by is frequent enough to meet our quantitative criteria, it may not be said to be very significantly conventionalised, as it covers only about 1/3 of the total instances.

Equipment: This vague category indicator co-occurs in the regulations and the contracts corpus. There are no relevant overlapping clusters between the two corpora.

Service: This vague category indicator co-occurs in the regulations and the contracts corpus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Regulations</th>
<th>Contracts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>service providers</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>service agreement</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. Collocations for service.

Some common clusters are found, but the overlaps are fairly insignificant, and the degree of conventionalisation is fairly weak.

Product: This vague category indicator co-occurs in the regulations and the contracts corpus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Regulations</th>
<th>Contracts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>work product</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8. Collocations for product.

One overlapping cluster was found, but with an insignificant overlap and degree of conventionalisation. Both corpora show specific qualifications of the basic word product dependent on the content of texts in the corpus, like seller product (contract) or biological product (regulations).

Device: This vague category indicator co-occurs in the regulations and the patents corpus. There are no relevant overlapping collocations. It is interesting to note that in the regulations corpus device is mainly used in isolation (rank 1: the device, rank 2: a device; rank 5 digital device, rank 14: tv interface device), whereas in patents it is primarily qualified and only secondarily used in isolation (rank 1: control device, rank 2: clutch device; rank 9: the...
device, rank 13: a device). This is an indication of differences in the generic situation behind the texts being more important for conventional formulations than the fact that both genres belong to the legal sphere.

System: This vague category indicator co-occurs in the contracts and the patents corpus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Patents</th>
<th>Contracts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>system for</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>system to</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>operating system</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>control system</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9. Collocations for system.

Overlaps were found in the field of combining system with prepositions, but at a fairly general level and with major differences in the degree of conventionalisation: system for is relatively much more frequent in patents than in contracts. The categorical difference in use mentioned under device is not found here: the system is rank 3 in the patents corpus and rank 1 in the contracts corpus. Apart from that, what qualifications to the basic word are used is dependent on the concrete situation of the texts, not on (inter-) generic regularities.

6.1.4. Concluding remarks

By way of conclusion, it was visible from the results presented in 6.1.2 that the use of vague category indicators is common for all three genres as represented in the corpora. But it was also shown that there is little overlap in the chosen vague category indicators across the keyword lists (although more so between regulations and contracts than between any of these and patents). No vague category indicator was found in the keyword lists of all three. Finally, the results of 6.1.3 showed hardly any overlaps in the collocations of the overlapping words. This leads to the conclusion that vague category indicators play an important role in signalling relevant vagueness, but that only very few intergeneric conventions exist at the more concrete level of formulations. In this respect the genre specific aspects of the context play a more important role than the mutual characteristic of the genres of belonging to the legal field.

In his work on vagueness in statutory texts, Endicott (2000) presents indeterminate standards as one of the central ways of indicating legal indeterminacy through linguistical vagueness (Endicott, 2000: 48-49). The characteristic of linguistic means falling into this category is that they set up a standard which is used for characterising something and which is indeterminate in the way that its interpretation is dependent on the context in which it is used. Adjectives and adverbials are the prototypical conveyers of this meaning (Adams 2004: 85-89).

In the keyword lists we find the following instances of linguistic means conveying indeterminate standards:
Due to space limitations, we will give only two examples of the introducers of indeterminate standards:

License Permits. Seller has obtained all material licenses, permits and authorizations required by applicable laws or regulations pertaining to the business. (Purchase Contract I; our emphasis).

As best seen in FIG. 7 and FIG. 8, proximity switches 123 are provided to sense when the lug has been displaced a predetermined distance (preferably short of the maximum allowable displacement) by reason of the trailer beginning to over articulate. The proximity switch is preferably mounted on wall 64 with a sensing wand extending upwards such that when the shoulder between shaft 90 and extension 92 is displaced to the port side, the shoulder will enter into contact with the sensing wand. (United States Patent 6,746,035; our emphasis).

From the point of view of our central question in this paper, it is important that we find the type of vague linguistic elements in the keyword lists of all corpora. It is, however, not a very dominant feature in any of the corpora, at least from the point of view of being represented in the top 199 keywords. At the same time, we hardly find any lexical overlaps across the corpora. So the conclusion is that the type of vagueness is part of the intergeneric conventions, but that there are no significant overlaps and thus no intergeneric conventions in the choice of lexems.

Joan Cutting (2007: 224) includes along her category of vague general nouns borderline cases of verbs that are “relatively empty semantically” but “heavily laden pragmatically”⁶. To this group we would count the modal auxiliary may⁷. It is relatively empty semantically in that it gives a broad touch of possibility to the meaning of the main verbal complex of the sentence, but does not determine the exact scope of this possibility. When used in legal texts, may introduces vagueness in the sense that it delegates power of interpretation of the meaning of the verbal complex to later interpreters, seen from the point of view of the time of drafting the legal text (Šarčević, 2000, 142-144). This way the text is rendered open to interpretation.

Looking at the keyword lists of the three corpora gives us the following data:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Applicable</th>
<th>Regulations</th>
<th>Contracts</th>
<th>Patents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>appropriate</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preferably</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reasonable</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reasonably</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 10. Indicators of indeterminate standards in corpora.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Regulations</th>
<th>Contracts</th>
<th>Patents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>may</strong> - occurrences</td>
<td>9257</td>
<td>6241</td>
<td>3563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position in keyword list</td>
<td>Rank 17</td>
<td>Rank 52</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 11. Occurrences of may in corpora.**
Interestingly, *may* does not belong to the keywords of the patents corpus, although the modal auxiliary is fairly frequently present. Consequently, this way of introducing vagueness is not specifically frequent enough to be a main characteristic of the wordings of genre. Where *may* belongs to the keywords, it has a fairly prominent position. *Shall* is the only more frequent modal auxiliary (regulations: rank 4; contracts: rank 2).

Looking at the clusters around *may* in regulations and contracts⁸, we have made the following observations:

- In both corpora, the cluster *may be* is the most frequent one (regulations: 2314 tokens; contracts: 1213 tokens); this cluster is predominantly used for passive expressions, i.e., for enabling something to happen without emphasising who the power is given to, as in: *... or in which a basis grade contract may be made* (Code of Federal Regulations, Title 7; our emphasis).

- *May not* is ranked 2 in regulations (305 tokens) and ranked 9 in contracts (122 tokens); we thus have a similar convention in the two corpora, although with more weight in regulations.

- In both corpora, there is a high number of instances of *actor + may*, like in *the appropriate TTB officer may authorize* (Code of Federal Regulations, Title 27). Depending on the corpus, a different set of possible actors occur. For example, rank 5 in the list of clusters for *may* in the regulations is *officer may*, and rank 2 in the list of clusters of *may* in the contracts is *party may*. There is no overlap between the two list of clusters with a frequency of at least 25 tokens in this respect. This means that we have an instance of a similar pattern, although not at the level of actual choice of words, but more at the level of fairly detailed lexical categories.

Summing up these findings, we find that we have here an example of an intergeneric convention across the genres of regulations and contracts at a more concrete level than was the case with the vague category indicators treated in 6.1. Here, we have the same word used for the same purpose (for introducing vagueness through delegating interpretive power), we have fairly similar frequencies and patterns of formulation, but still differences in choice of words in accordance with the specific situation types underlying the two genres (officers vs. parties as actors). So here we find it relevant to say that the fact of belonging to the legal field is more important than the specific situations in creating the conventional formulations.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The main underlying questions to be investigated in this paper were the following:

- To what extent is it possible to find intergeneric conventions between three legal genres pointing to an underlying legal communicative competence?
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At what level of specificity do we find these intergeneric conventions?

We have not investigated this question in a general manner in this paper. Instead, we concentrated upon one aspect with a documented pragmatic relevance in all of the genres, viz. the aspect of explicit linguistic vagueness. We have furthermore concentrated upon vagueness expressed through lexical means in order to be able to apply corpus analytic tools and thus investigate a considerable amount of text.

The general result is that within the described confines of this investigation we found the same three basic ways of expressing vagueness represented in the list of the 199 most typical keywords of all three corpora. We found some lexical overlaps across the keyword lists, although at a fairly limited degree. And we found hardly any overlaps at the level of actual conventional formulations and collocations, with the modal auxiliary *may* as a notable exception. Thus, we must conclude that intergeneric conventions in the field of expressing vagueness in the three investigated genres exist, but that they are located at a fairly high level of specificity, hardly including the level of actual conventional formulations.

This result is dependent upon a number of characteristics of our investigation:

- In our analyses, we have chosen to concentrate upon single lexems as expressions of vagueness. It could be interesting to investigate at a later stage, whether a focus more upon keyword lists for collocations would give us a different picture.

- We have chosen to set the bar for a word to be relevant at a fairly high level, concentrating upon the first 199 typical keywords of the three corpora. In a next step it will be relevant to empirically test what happens if the list of typical keywords is extended. For example, the listed words introducing indeterminate standards are all present in all corpora, but are not frequent enough for them to get into the rather short list of keywords. Here, we need to play more with the corpora to get an overview of relative positions.

Finally, it would be interesting in future work to make a broader investigation of conventional formulations at more textual levels, instead of just concentrating upon single words expressing vagueness. For example, Engberg (2003) has demonstrated intergeneric conventions at speech act level between the German genres *Klage, Scheidungsantrag* and *Anklageschrift*. Equally, a number of candidates for deeper intergeneric conventions exist between the three genres investigated here.

**NOTES**

1 See for example Melinkoff (1963), Tiersma (1999), Bhatia et al. (2005), Wagner and Cacciaguidi-Fahy (2006); see also section 4 below.

2 For a deeper discussion of Pinkal’s definitions, see Engberg and Heller (2008: 146-148).
3 For a discussion of the distinction between vagueness as an explicit, local and a more general and global characteristic of legal language, dependent on its linguistic nature, see Engberg and Heller (2008: 149-153).

4 See for example Berkenkotter and Huckin (1995), Paltridge (1997), and Heinemann (2000) for discussions of genres as mainly a mental and (socio-)cognitive object.

5 The word section has not been included in the list for Regulations and for Contracts although it occurs in the corpora in relevant collocations (such section), as at least 75 % of the instances in Regulations and 42 % of the instances in Contracts are references to concrete sections of the regulations themselves (this section + in section). These instances may not be seen as being vague category indicators.

6 Cutting (2007) distinguishes this kind of vague words from ‘metonymical proper nouns’ and ‘superordinate nouns’ (Cutting 2007: 223-225).

7 The modal auxiliary can is also used in this function, but is not part of the keyword lists of any of the three corpora. It therefore falls outside the scope of this paper.

8 We have followed the same procedure in the cluster analysis as described in 6.1.3.
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